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108 ambulance
service
braces up for Holi
emergencies
The fleet of the ambulances
of the 108 emergency ambulance service would be on
the move to respond to the
emergencies on the day of
Holi festival.
It is commonly observed
that during time of Holi festival, the number of emergency calls to the 108 service
surge. To meet the challenge,
the ambulance service has
decided to deploy more ambulances in areas where traditionally more emergencies
are reported.
The state head of ambulance
service Manish Tinku said
that during Holi, the ambulance service reports almost
double the number of emergency cases like road accidents, food poisoning and violent altercations. Such cases
are reported more between
11 am and 6 pm.
Continued to Pg-2

Ambulance laden
with saplings draws
flak on social media
Srinagar: A photo of an ambulance carrying saplings on
Srinagar’s Boulevard went
viral on social media on
Wednesday.
The photo drew massive outrage on Facebook with many
urging the state health department to act against people responsible for allowing
the ambulance for personal
use. “Saw this AMBULANCE
carrying orchard plant material on Boulevard Road, Srinagar today. In far-off areas,
Continued to Pg-2
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Fire At Delhi’s AIIMS Hospital Operation Theatre, 24 Fire Engines At Spot
New Delhi : A fire broke out
in an operation theatre in the
All India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS) hospital in
Delhi on Tuesday, news agency ANI reported. Twenty-four
fire were sent to the spot and
the fire has been brought under control. There have been
no reports of casualties.
The fire broke out at the
trauma centre inside AIIMS.
A short circuit could have led
to the fire, hospital sources
said.
Pictures from the scene
showed the buildings engulfed in smoke and firefighters trying to put out the
blaze.
“A medium category fire
broke out at basement of AIIMS Trauma Centre, Delhi.

The fire is completely under
control now. There are no
casualties. Upper floor was

Fire Officer Atul Garg was
quoted as saying by news
agency ANI.

vacated due to smoke,” Chief

The hospital administration

Ambulance covers 650 km
in 6 hrs to save 12-yr-old
girl’s life
Gandhi
Nagar
(Kottayam): In an effort to
save the life of a 12-yearold girl who was affected
with a critical bone marrow disease, an ambulance took her from Kottayam Medical College to

Vellore hospital covering
distance of 650 kms in
mere 6 hours.
The mission to save the
patient in critical condition was taken up by
Heart of Kottayam Ambulance Services and the
expenses were managed
by Thodupuzha Santhwanam Charitable Society.
The girl was admitted in
the ICU of Vellore hospital.

The Marayur native girl
was admitted to Kottayam Meidcal College after being diagnosed with
bone marrow disease.
Later, the decided to shift
her to Vellore for expert
treatment. The ambulance set out
to Vellore in
Tamil Nadu
on Friday at
5 in the evening.
The patient
required
four units
for
blood
every day due to the disease. So, it was not possible to extend the
Amblance journey. Ambulance owner and nurse
Renju George, driver Subin and Bibin took up the
mission to save the girl.
Kerala and Tamil Nadu
polisce also helped them
to complete the mission
safety on time.
Source : Mathrubhumi

has initiated an inquiry to ascertain the cause of fire.
Hospital sources said two
patients in separate operation theatres (OTs) had undergone surgeries just half
an before the fire broke out
and were in recovery rooms.
Doctors quickly shifted them
to the emergency area, news
agency PTI reported.
In a statement, the hospital
said,” As an abundant measure of precaution, the doctors and staff shifted the patients from the vicinity of the
area to a safe zone. The situation was brought under control and the fire was doused
by joint efforts of fire brigade,
fire safety team and hospital
staff.”
Source : NDTV
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Mission Shakti: Why the ASAT 108 ambulance service braces
missile test is important for India up for Holi emergencies
On March 27, the Prime Minister addressed the nation
and announced that India has
become the fourth nation, after US, China and Russia, to
attain the capability to interdict and intercept a satellite
in outer space after the successful Anti-Satellite (ASAT)
missile test. What makes
this feat glorious is that it is
based on completely indigenous technology. However,
the question still remains why is the ASAT missile test
or Mission Shakti important
for India?
A top retired diplomat explained that this step is important not only because it
is an asset to India but also
because it has happened before any international agreement is forged. The diplomat also said that when the
nuclear tests were carried out
in Pokhran in 1998, India had
to face a lot of criticism since
the Non-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT) was already in place.
So, the timing is just right
because if any document is
drawn on outer space now, it
would also include the countries that already have the capability.
In 2008, China and Russia
had introduced the draft text

of such a treaty to the Conference on Disarmament (CD),
after which they revised a
draft treaty in 2014. The UN
General Assembly is also trying to bring about an international legally binding document on the prevention of an

AMARAVATI : A candidate
of Andhra Pradesh’s ruling
Telugu Desam Party (TDP),
who was injured in a scuffle
last week, came in an ambu-

from Mantralayam Assembly
constituency in Kurnool district, reached the office of the
Returning Officer in an ambulance. He was taken inside

arms race in outer space that
would include the prevention of placement of weapons
in outer space among other
things.
During the time of war,
ASATs can be used to intercept and jam communication
or military satellites of enemy
countries and stop them from
communicating with their
soldiers. It can also be used

to access critical information
about troop movements or
incoming missiles.
The announcement, hence,
sends a message to countries like China that carried
out similar tests in 2007 and
more recently, last year.
However, while announcing
the ASAT missile test, aka
Mission Shakti, Prime Minister Modi assured the international community that the
technology is not a threat to
anyone and is for India’s security only. “India has always
been opposed to the weaponisation of space and an
arms race in outer space, and
this test does not in any way
change this position. Today’s
test does not violate any international law or treaty obligation to which India is a
party”, said Prime Minister
Modi.
The MEA also reiterated the
same in its statement: “The
capability achieved through
the missile test provides
credible deterrence against
threats to our growing spacebased assets from long range
missiles, and proliferation
in the types and numbers of
missiles.”

Continued from Pg-1
The data available with the
service indicate that the majority of the emergency calls
come from Dehradun, Haridwar, Udham Singh Nagar
and Nainital districts on the

day of Holi. He said that the
three ambulances each would
be deployed apart from the
normal fleet in Dehradun,
Haridwar and Udham Singh
Nagar districts.
He said that the service

would be in state of highest
readiness to react promptly
to the calls received at the
emergency response centre of
108 ambulance service. Tinku
said that the ambulances deployed under the ‘ Khushiyon
Ki Swari’ would be used in
the 108 service on these days
to meet the additional load.
He further informed that two
policemen would also be deployed at every ambulance on
the day.
For Dehradun city, These ambulances would be stationed
at ISBT, Prem Nagar Market, Clock Tower, Ballupur
Chowk, Sahaspur and Doiwala on the day
Source : the pioneer

Continued from Pg-1
patients sometimes die because they are not shifted to
hospitals at the right time
due to lack of ambulances,”
wrote senior Srinagar-based
journalist Athar Parvaiz,
posting the photo of the ambulance.
Similarly, businessman-cumsocial activist Abdul Hamid
Bhat, who also shared the
photo, requested the health

department to “cancel” registration of the ambulance.
“My request is please differentiate between load carrier
and an ambulance,” he said.
Kashmir faces dearth of critical care ambulances and almost all the hospitals across
the region have vans for
transporting patients. The
majority of these ambulances
lack advanced life support.
Source : Kashmir Reader

Five people including a pregnant woman sustained injuries when two ambulances
carrying them collided with
each other here on Sunday.

while talking to media.
Out of the two ambulances,
one was carrying the patient
and her family members. The
other ambulance did not have
any patient.
“The incident took
place due to sheer
negligence of the
driver of the ambulance, which had no
patients. Its driver
also sustained injuries and has been
nabbed,” he said.
The injured people
were taken to Maharaja Yeshwantrao Hospital
where they are undergoing
the treatment. The condition of the pregnant woman
is stable.
Source : Business Standard

Ambulance laden with saplings
draws flak on social media

5 including pregnant
TDP Candidate, Injured In Fight, Comes woman injured as 2 amIn Ambulance To File Nomination bulances collide in MP

lance to file his nomination
papers on Friday.
Thikka Reddy, TDP candidate

the building on a stretcher
to enable him to submit his
nomination papers.

Source : Business Today

Thikka Reddy sustained a
bullet injury in his leg when
his security guard opened fire
in the air to save him during
a scuffle with YSR Congress
Party candidate and outgoing MLA Balanagi Reddy on
March 16.
The incident occurred when
the YSRCP leader and his son
tried to stop Thikka Reddy
from hoisting the TDP flag in
Khaggal village. In an attempt
to disperse the mob, the TDP
candidate’s security guard
opened fire in the air and it
accidentally injured the TDP
leader and a sub-inspector of
police.
Elections to the 175-member
Andhra Pradesh Assembly
and all 25 Lok Sabha seats
in the state are scheduled on
April 11.
Source : NDTV

“It was a head-on collision.
The incident took place on
the BRTS (Bus Rapid Transit System) road near Kamla
Nehru Prani Sangrahalaya,”
said Inspector Subhodhkant
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Four die as ambulance rams lorry Don’t Ignore Heart Attack Symptoms While
Travelling: Here’s What You Must Know
near Anantapur
ANANTAPUR: In a ghastly
road accident, four persons
were killed and two others
were injured, one of them
critically, when the ambulance
in which they were travelling,
rammed a stationary lorry at

tion. The vehicle rammed
a stationary lorry, killing S
Mastan Vali (40), Baji (35),
Subramanyam (36) and B
Gopi (38).
Ambulance driver Nagendra
was grievously injured and he

Pedavaduguru village on NH
44 in the wee hours of Tuesday. Incidentally, all the victims were workers who were
proceeding to carry out repair
works at a dal mill.
The police said that the deceased boarded the ambulance at Dhone railway sta-

was shifted to Kurnool Government General Hospital.
Three of the deceased were
from Narasaraopet in Guntur district. They alighted the
train at Dhone railway station
and boarded the ambulance
to reach Anantapur.
Source : The New Indian Ex-

Maiden boat ambulance launched
KENDRAPARA: As part of
Odisha Government’s efforts to ensure accessibility
of health care to people residing in remote areas cut-off by
rivers, the Health department
unveiled the first ever boat
ambulance service in Kendrapara district at Batighar on

Tuesday.
Flagging off the boat ambulance at Batighar, a heritage
tourist spot, local MLA Atanu
Sabyasachi Nayak said thousands of patients and pregnant women residing in riverside villages of Mahakalpada,
Rajnagar and other blocks of
the district besides locals of
Bhitarkanika National Park
will benefit from the service.
Nayak thanked Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik for sanctioning a boat ambulance for

the region.
A large number of riverside
villagers depend on passenger
boats which are not available
in the night. The boat ambulance service will help them
during medical emergencies,
said Chief District Medical
Officer Dr BR Pati.

The State Government has
planned to introduce six boat
ambulances in riverside areas across the State this year.
The ambulance service will
be available round-the-clock
and equipped with necessary medical equipment. The
Health department has given
the work order to Mumbaibased Mahindra Dockyard to
build the specially designed
boat ambulances.
Source : The New Indian Express

You should never ignore
heart attack symptoms, especially while travelling, as researchers say cardiovascular
diseases (CVD) are the leading causes of death among
people on the move.
The study, presented at Acute
Cardiovascular
Care 2019 in
Malaga,
Spain,
indicates
that
the
long-term
outcomes after a
heart attack while
travelling can be
good if one gets
prompt
treatment.
“If you are travelling and experience heart attack
symptoms, such
as pain in the chest, throat,
neck, back, stomach or shoulders that lasts for more than
15 minutes, call an ambulance without delay,” said
co-author Ryota Nishio from
the Juntendo University in
Japan.
“Long distance travel may
lead to conditions like dehydration, leg cramps, electrolyte imbalance, fatigue,
motion sickness and fluid
shifting due to venous blood

pooling that can precipitate
a CVD,” Deepak Khurana,
senior cardiac surgeon at
Yatharth Hospital in Noida,
told IANS.
For the study, the researchers
included 2,564 patients who

attack in which a major artery
supplying blood to the heart
gets blocked, the study said.
Heart attacks during a trip
were associated with 42 per
cent lower risk of long-term
all-cause death than those

had a heart attack and received rapid treatment with a
stent (percutaneous coronary
intervention or PCI) between
1999 and 2015.
A total of 192 patients (7.5
per cent) were found to be
travelling at the time of suffering the heart attack. Patients who were travelling
were younger and had a higher prevalence of ST-elevation
myocardial infarction (STEMI), a serious type of heart

that occurred in residents, after adjusting for many factors
such as age, sex, hypertension and diabetes.
“It is important that when
you are over the immediate
emergency phase and return
home, consult your doctor to
find out how you can reduce
your risk of a second attack by
improving your lifestyle and
potentially taking preventive
medication,” Nishio said,
Source : NDTV

BBMP to launch animal rescue ambulances
Bengaluru : The city will soon
have an exclusive ambulance
to rescue ailing and injured
animals, with the Bruhat
Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike
scheduled to introduce it after the elections.
The civic body has set aside
Rs 25 lakh to buy three ambulances to launch the service, which animal lovers can
summon by contacting the
BBMP control room.
“Once the call (to the control
room) is made, the ambulance will dash off to pick up
the animal and take it to the
nearest veterinary clinic or
animal birth control centres
for first aid and pain relief,” a
BBMP official said.
Rescue efforts will be focused
mostly on urban strays like
dogs, cats and monkeys. The

ambulance will be equipped
with surgical instruments,
sterilisers and support tools
to treat the animals.

roads,” the official added.
The BBMP is also planning to
train the staff in the ambulance to give first aid and life-

“Many stray animals in the
city die untreated during an
emergency. The animal ambulance will be useful, particularly for accidents occurring
in the odd hours on the city

saving drugs to the animals
on the spot. The officials are
planning to extend the services to pet dogs or ruminants
in emergencies.
Surce : DECCAN HERALD
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108 ambulance service: Contract of GVK Driver transports firewood
in ambulance, suspended
EMRI to be extended till March 31
Dehradun : Having failed to
start the process of transfer
of 108 emergency ambulance
service to a new operator, the
state health department is
planning to extend the contract of GVK EMRI company
till the end of this month.
The state government had recently handed over the task
of operating the 108 ambulance service to Community Action and Motivation
Programme (CAMP) after it
quoted cheapest rate in the
tender process.
It is worth mentioning here
that the ten- year contract of
GVK- EMRI Company to operate the fleet of ambulances
had ended in March last year.
Since then the state government has given two extensions of six months each to
the company to operate the

fleet of ambulances. The
extended term of the GVKEMRI Company is ending on
midnight of March 7, but the
state health department is yet
to start the process of transfer of the ambulance service from GVK- EMRI to the
CAMPS. The transfer process
included handing over of the
assets of the service and other necessary obligations.
Contacted, the state head of
the GVK-EMRI Manish Tinku said that the GVK EMRI
is ready for smooth handing
over of the charge to the new
company. He, however, added
that the process of transfer
would take 10 to 15 days.
The mission director (MD)
National Health Mission, Yugal Kishore Pant said that the
contract of the operating the
108 ambulance service would

soon be handed over to the
new company. On the question of delay in starting the
process of handing over of
the service, he said that the
contract of the old company
(GVK- EMRI) could be extended for a few days to ensure smooth transfer.
The 108 service Started in
2008, the 108 ambulance
service has been acting as a
vital cog in providing emergency care in all the parts of
the state. The service also caters to the important task of
transporting pregnant women for safe deliveries in the
hospital under Khushiyon Ki
Savari. The 108 ambulance
service has a fleet 139 ambulances and it has a boat ambulance too which operates
in Tehri lake.
Source : the pioneer

Woman’s Body Taken In Boot Of Car As Family Couldn’t Afford Ambulance
MANJERI, KERALA : The
body of a woman, who died
of cancer, was stuffed in the
boot of a car and taken to
Maharashtra from Kerala’s
Manjeri as her husband reportedly could not mobilise
enough money to pay for an
ambulance, police said on
Sunday.
The man, from a town in Maharashtra, decided to take the
body in a hired van in which
he, along with some of his
relatives, was scheduled to
return home.
Chandrakala, 48 had died on
March 15 after battling cancer.
Though her body was handed

over to the family the same
day, they could not immediately take it to their native,
since ambulance operators
had demanded Rs. 45,000 for
it.
Placing the body in the mortuary for a day, the man
meanwhile tried to mobilise
money in vain.
So, he decided to take it in the
same SUV that he had hired
to return to his native.
Manjeri police circle inspector NB Shiju told PTI though
the family had taken a no objection certificate to take the
body to Maharashtra they did
not seek help to transport the
body by an ambulance.

The NOC was given as it was
a natural death. They did not
specify how the body has to
be transported, he said.
According to the police officer, some ambulance operators had demanded Rs.
45,000 for transporting the
body to Maharashtra, which
the family could not afford.
The plight of the family was
highlighted in some local
television channels.
The medical college hospital
superintendent also said he
came to hear about the incident and there was no request for help from the family to transport the body.
Source : NDTV

Doda : In a shocking incident,
an ambulance was used by
the driver to transport firewood in Bhaderwah, where
poor patients struggle to get
medical facilities.
The incident came to light
after a viral video showed
some persons unloading firewood from an ambulance in
Bhaderwah. The health department later took action
against the ambulance driver
and suspended him.
Dr Hamid Zarger, Block
Medical Officer, Bhaderwah,
claimed: “We have suspended ambulance driver Shah
Nawaz for using the vehicle
to transport firewood for his
personal use.”
“We got to know about the
incident on Wednesday when
the ambulance driver had

returned from Thanala after
dropping a pregnant woman.
He then loaded firewood onto
the ambulance for personal
use. We have suspended the
driver and also attached him
with the office of the Chief
Medical Officer,” Hamid
said.
A senior health official said:
“The hospital authorities
expected the driver to be responsible and ensure that
the ambulance was not misused.”
“The driver’s suspension
is just an eyewash because
the government machinery
is being misused by all departments in Doda, which is
unfortunate,” alleged Ishtaq
Ahmed, a social activist.
Source : The Tribube

Watch: Crowd celebrating on
Kerala street makes way for ambulance, garners praise online
While heavy traffic and
roadblocks are no rarity
in India, these tend to increase during the festive
season and create quite a
commotion. However, a
large group of people in
Kerala have left many impressed by promptly clearing an overcrowded road
for an ambulance.
The video, which was widely shared on social media,
shows a crowd pausing celebrations to allow an am-

bulance to pass.
“Imagine a huge crowd
making way for an ambulance in a perfect manner!!!
This video of a massive
festival crowd in Palakkad (Kerala) making way
for an ambulance is viral
on WhatsApp. The ease at
which the people make way
for that ambulance,” tweeted one user Advaid.
Source : The Indian Express
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